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Amplitude death, which occurs in a system when one or more macroscopic wavefunctions collapse
to zero, has been observed in mutually coupled solid-state lasers, analog circuits, and thermoacoustic
oscillators, to name a few applications. While studies have considered amplitude death on oscillator
systems and in externally forced complex Ginzburg-Landau systems, a route to amplitude death
has not been studied in autonomous continuum systems. We derive simple analytic conditions for
the onset of amplitude death of one macroscopic wavefunction in a system of two coupled complex
Ginzburg-Landau equations with general nonlinear self- and cross-interaction terms. Our results
give a more general theoretical underpinning for recent amplitude death results reported in the
literature, and suggest an approach for tuning parameters in such systems so that they either permit
or prohibit amplitude death of a wavefunction (depending on the application). Numerical simulation
of the coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations, for examples including cubic, cubic-quintic, and
saturable nonlinearities, is used to illustrate the analytical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equations and gen-
eralizations to vector systems have been used to model
nonlinear waves, second-order phase transitions, super-
conductivity, superfluidity, Bose-Einstein condensation,
liquid crystals, and strings in field theory [1], to name
a few applications. Such equations exhibit a rich vari-
ety of dynamics, with pulses and fronts [2, 3], dissipative
solitons [4, 5], multi-solitons [6], periodic solutions [7],
vortex solutions [8], spiral waves [9], and optical rogue
waves [10] among the structures observed, while less or-
dered behavior such as spatiotemporal chaos and blow-up
can be found as well [11–13]. While cubic nonlinearity is
most common, there are other possibilities, the choice of
which is motivated either by the application studied or
the dynamics sought [14–16].
Vector complex GL systems have been used to model
phenomena ranging from electroconvection in planarly
aligned nematic liquid crystals [17] to gas-less combus-
tion fronts [18]. The interaction of different macroscopic
wavefunctions becomes possible when considering vector
complex GL systems. In the case where the squared-
modulus of each wavefunction features into each equa-
tion, the cross-phase modulation (XPM) parameters may
vary, meaning that the form of the nonlinear term in each
equation will differ [19, 20]. Phase instabilities in vector
GL equations have been studied [21], and such instabili-
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ties and spatiotemporal chaos appear quite commonly in
complex GL systems [16].
The amplitude death of one macroscopic wavefunction
under asymmetric dynamics which favor the propagation
of the other wavefunction has attracted recent interest in
mathematical physics and the study of nonlinear waves.
Amplitude death or partial amplitude death is more com-
monly seen in literature on network or lattice equations
such as oscillator systems [22–33]. For the continuum
PDE case there is far less work. Existing work consid-
ers control of such dynamics in reaction-diffusion systems
[34, 35]. In particular, [34] use a mixed local and global
control to obtain amplitude death solutions (among other
kinds of solutions), while [35] shows that amplitude death
can occur in a pair of one-dimensional cubic complex GL
systems coupled by a controller using diffusive connec-
tions. The analytical results of [35] reveal that amplitude
death never occurs in a pair of identical complex cubic
GL systems, hence one does not have amplitude death
in vector complex GL systems where the reaction kinetic
parameters are equal in each equation. Synchronization
in complex cubic GL systems with asymmetries was ear-
lier considered in [36], and while a variety of dynamics
were explored, it does not appear the role of asymme-
try due to XPM in amplitude death was explored. In
the case of saturable nonlinearity, it was recently shown
[16] that amplitude death emerges from complex GL sys-
tems when XPM parameters are large enough relative to
self-interaction terms without any form of delay coupling
or control. The existence of amplitude death has been
observed in mutually coupled solid-state lasers [37], ana-
log circuits [38], and thermoacoustic oscillators [39], and
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2this suggests that amplitude death in GL systems merits
further study, perhaps in the context of BEC and chem-
ical systems governed by complex GL systems involving
multiple scalar wavefunctions.
Motivated by these findings, we obtain an analytical
criteria for the amplitude death of wavefunctions in com-
plex GL systems with generic kinetics. We consider a
general coupled complex GL system taking the form
∂u
∂t
= (+ iˆ)u+ (a+ iaˆ)∇2u−
(
b+ ibˆ
)
f
(|u|2, |v|2)u ,
(1)
∂v
∂t
= (+ iˆ)v + (a+ iaˆ)∇2v −
(
b+ ibˆ
)
g
(|u|2, |v|2) v ,
(2)
where u, v ∈ C are complex wavefunctions defined on
Euclidean space Rm for m ≥ 1, t ∈ [0,∞), and all of
, ˆ, a, aˆ, b, bˆ are real-valued parameters. We shall always
assume a, b > 0. Here ∇2 = ∂2
∂x21
+ · · ·+ ∂2∂x2m denotes the
Laplacian operator in m spatial coordinates. We con-
sider f and g as general nonlinear functions satisfying
f(0, 0) = g(0, 0) = 0, and take f and g to be strictly
monotone increasing in both arguments (in agreement
with most applications). Both restrictions are motivated
by commonly used and physically relevant forms of f and
g employed in the literature. Noting that there are a wide
variety of experimental approaches for realizing XPM in
nonlinear optics [40–42], quantum information [43, 44],
and many other applications, we keep f and g general in
our analysis, so that a user may insert the specific choice
of f and g relevant to their system of interest.
We obtain generic conditions leading to amplitude
death of one wavefunction in (1)-(2), and these crite-
ria are derived and presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III we
employ numerical simulations to illustrate the analytical
results for particular f and g commonly used in the lit-
erature, including (i) f(A,B) = A+ α1B and g(A,B) =
α2A + B for which we obtain the standard cubic com-
plex GL system (where α1 and α2 are XPM parame-
ters); (ii) f(A,B) and g(A,B) are quadratic functions, in
which case we obtain a cubic-quintic GL system; and (iii)
f(A,B) = A+α1B
(1+µ(A+B)n)1/n
, g(A,B) = α2A+B
(1+µ(A+B)n)1/n
, in
which case we obtain a complex GL system with sat-
urable nonlinearity, appearing in the study of nonlinear
optics in saturable media [45–48]. Finally, in Sec. IV,
we summarize our results and give concluding remarks.
We also compare our results with reductions to simpler
cases, to demonstrate why amplitude death is not found
in simpler systems, such as vector NLS equations, and
compare our results to a family of dark solitons which
give decay of one wavefunction, but only as t→∞.
II. CRITERIA FOR AMPLITUDE DEATH
In order to study amplitude death of wavefunctions,
we shall begin by constructing an approximation to the
attractor A ⊂ C2 for solutions (u, v) ∈ C2 (such that all
trajectories (u, v) ∈ A as t → ∞). We shall also make
the simplifying assumption that there is one dominant
spatial mode for sake of analytical tractability, with this
corresponding to the minimal spatial wavenumber. As-
suming that arbitrarily small modes are excited on the
plane (say, due to random noise, or similar small per-
turbations), we then take the wavenumbers correspond-
ing to dominant modes to be arbitrarily small, with zero
wavenumbers giving the tightest bounds which guarantee
the amplitude death. More rigorous bounds on attrac-
tors for complex GL equations have been considered in
[49, 50].
To begin, we consider a solution of the form
u = eiku·xU(t) and v = eikv·xV (t) . (3)
Such a solution will give the dynamics corresponding to a
single wavenumber. The transformation (3) puts (1)-(2)
into the form
dU
dt
= (+iˆ)U−(a+ iaˆ) |ku|2U−
(
b+ ibˆ
)
f
(|U |2, |V |2)U ,
(4)
dV
dt
= (+iˆ)V−(a+ iaˆ) |kv|2V−
(
b+ ibˆ
)
g
(|U |2, |V |2)V .
(5)
Consider U(t) = ρu exp(iθu), V (t) = ρv exp(iθv), which
puts (4)-(5) into the form
dρu
dt
=
(
− a|ku|2
)
ρu − bf
(
ρ2u, ρ
2
v
)
ρu , (6)
ρu
dθu
dt
=
(
ˆ− aˆ|ku|2
)
ρu − bˆf
(
ρ2u, ρ
2
v
)
ρu , (7)
dρv
dt
=
(
− a|kv|2
)
ρv − bg
(
ρ2u, ρ
2
v
)
ρv , (8)
ρv
dθv
dt
=
(
ˆ− aˆ|kv|2
)
ρv − bˆg
(
ρ2u, ρ
2
v
)
ρv . (9)
The dynamics for θu and θv decouple and can be found
immediately once the dynamics of ρu and ρv are known.
In order for a non-trivial asymptotic solution, we should
have  > amax
{|ku|2, |kv|2}, otherwise the zero state
(u, v) = (0, 0) is locally stable. If the wavenumber per-
turbations are taken arbitrarily small, then this condition
reduces to  > 0. This means that the attractor for the
amplitudes, A′ ⊂ [0,∞)2, is bounded away from zero.
Writing ρu = r cos(φ), ρv = r sin(φ), where r ≥ 0 and
φ ∈ [0, pi2 ], we have that (6) and (8) are equivalent to
dr
dt
=
{
− a (|k)u|2 cos2(φ) + |kv|2 sin2(φ))
− bf (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ)) cos2(φ)
−bg (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ)) sin2(φ)} r ,
(10)
dφ
dt
=
{
a
(|ku|2 − |kv|2)+ bf (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ))
−bg (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ))} sin(φ) cos(φ) .
(11)
3Assuming  > amax
{|ku|2, |kv|2}, then the attractor
consists of a curve r = Q(φ) such that drdt ≡ 0 on r =
Q(φ).
To ensure that the attractor A′ is bounded away from
infinity, we require drdt < 0 for large r. From the form of
(10), we see that this condition is equivalent to
− a (|ku|2 cos2(φ) + |kv|2 sin2(φ))
− bf (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ)) cos2(φ)
− bg (r2 cos2(φ), r2 sin2(φ)) sin2(φ) < 0 (12)
as r → ∞, for all φ ∈ [0, pi2 ]. The least stable state is
for arbitrarily small wavenumbers, so we require  < bL,
where
L = min
χ∈[0,1]
lim
s→∞ f (χs, (1− χ)s)χ+g (χs, (1− χ)s) (1−χ) .
(13)
That such a limit should be positive follows from mono-
tonicity of f and g. Note that we may have L = ∞,
which just implies that the dynamics are bounded for all
 > 0.
We have found that the conditions for an attractor A′
to be bounded away from both infinity and zero is that 
satisfy the bound 0 <  < bL. This, in turn, implies that
0 < |u|2 + |v|2 < ∞ under these parameter restrictions.
The result holds for any fixed wavenumbers ku and kv,
and since the wavenumber will only result in a shift in the
 parameter bound ( > amax
{|ku|2, |kv|2}), we shall be
justified in taking ku = kv = 0 when convenient. If one
is interested in small finite domains for which there are
minimal wavenumbers, one may instead replace the ob-
tained bound with amax
{|ku,min|2, |kv,min|2} <  < bL,
where ku,min and kv,min denote the respective minimal
wavenumbers in such a case.
The function Q(φ) is implicitly defined by the relation
− a (|k)u|2 cos2(φ) + |kv|2 sin2(φ))
− bf (Q(φ)2 cos2(φ), Q(φ)2 sin2(φ)) cos2(φ)
− bg (Q(φ)2 cos2(φ), Q(φ)2 sin2(φ)) sin2(φ) = 0 , (14)
and we use (14) to find f
(
Q(0)2, 0
)
= −a|ku|
2
b ,
g
(
0, Q(pi/2)2
)
= −a|kv|
2
b . Define f
−1
u to be the in-
verse function of f with respect to the first argument
when the second argument is zero. That is to say,
f
(
f−1u (y), 0
)
= y. As we assume f is strictly monotone
increasing in both arguments, this inverse function will
be defined globally. Then, we may write
Q(0) =
√
f−1u
(
− a|ku|2
b
)
. (15)
Similarly, defining g−1v to be the inverse function of g with
respect to the second argument when the first argument
is zero, viz., g
(
0, g−1v (y)
)
= y, we have that
Q
(pi
2
)
=
√
g−1v
(
− a|kv|2
b
)
. (16)
Making use of r = Q(φ) on the attractor, then dφdt =
Φ(φ) on the attractor, where from (11) we find
Φ(φ) =
{
a
(|ku|2 − |kv|2)
+ bf
(
Q(φ)2 cos2(φ), Q(φ)2 sin2(φ)
)
−bg (Q(φ)2 cos2(φ), Q(φ)2 sin2(φ))} sin(φ) cos(φ) .
(17)
As the attractor corresponds to r = Q(φ) then it is suf-
ficient to determine the stability of a particular state
corresponding to (r∗, φ∗) = (Q(φ∗), φ∗) from the sign of
Φ′(φ∗).
A. Amplitude death of u
The case of amplitude death of the wavefunction u
corresponds to φ = pi2 , and we find that the state φ =
pi
2
is locally stable provided that Φ′
(
pi
2
)
< 0, i.e.,
− a|ku|2 − bf
(
0, g−1v
(
− a|kv|2
b
))
< 0 , (18)
provided that amax
{|ku|2, |kv|2} <  < bL. If we con-
sider dynamics on Rm, m ≥ 1, then arbitrarily small
wavenumbers will be excited by arbitrary perturbations
(such as random noise), so we take ku = kv = 0. In this
case, the amplitude death state for u is locally stable if

b
< f
(
0, g−1v
( 
b
))
, (19)
provided 0 <  < bL.
B. Amplitude death of v
The case of amplitude death of the wavefunction v cor-
responds to φ = 0, and we find that the state φ = 0 is
locally stable provided that Φ′ (0) < 0, i.e.,
− a|kv|2 − bg
(
f−1u
(
− a|ku|2
b
)
, 0
)
< 0 , (20)
provided that amax
{|ku|2, |kv|2} <  < bL. If we con-
sider dynamics on Rm, m ≥ 1, then arbitrarily small
wavenumbers will be excited by arbitrary perturbations,
so we take ku = kv = 0. In this case, the amplitude
death state for v is locally stable if

b
< g
(
f−1u
( 
b
)
, 0
)
, (21)
provided 0 <  < bL.
C. Summarizing remarks
For each case, we note that the local conditions on
amplitude death rely on both f and g. In particular,
4(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Plot of (a) |u|2, (b) |v|2 with cubic interaction terms,  = 1, aˆ = 5, bˆ = −1, a = 1, b = 1, and ˆ = 0 with periodic
boundary conditions on a domain of length L = 1000. We take α1 = α2 = 10.
the relative strength of both functions in the |u|2 or |v|2
argument (as measured via function composition) will
determine if the amplitude death of the wavefunction for
the other argument, |v|2 or |u|2, is stable. As the results
are local, solutions corresponding to initial conditions far
from the region of the attractor permitting amplitude
death may result in dynamics which persist over time.
As we shall later show numerically, the excitation of a
number of wavenumbers over time often results in spa-
tiotemporal chaos, and this can permit solutions to enter
the amplitude death regime eventually, after which point
one of the two amplitudes will decay. Therefore, initially
structured solutions may degenerate into spatiotemporal
chaos, which may later result in one solution undergoing
amplitude death, provided that the parameter restric-
tions we derived here are obeyed.
III. EXAMPLES OF AMPLITUDE DEATH
We now provide specific examples of amplitude death
for different interaction functions f and g. We numeri-
cally solve (1)-(2) by discretizing the spatial derivatives
via centered finite differences, and using the Matlab func-
tion ‘ode45’ which implements an adaptive Runge-Kutta
scheme in time. We take small random initial data for
the real and complex parts of each wavefunction by sam-
pling from a spatially-distributed uniform process with
values in (0, 1). Simulations with Gaussian initial data
gave qualitatively comparable behavior over many real-
izations. We are interested in the behavior of the GL
system on infinite domains, so to approximate this we
discretized a spatial domain of length L = 103 using
2 × 103 nodal points, and imposed periodic conditions
unless specified otherwise. We used absolute and rela-
tive error tolerances of 10−9, and performed convergence
checks in the discretization scheme, alongside an inde-
pendent implementation using the finite element software
COMSOL to ensure convergence.
a. Cubic kinetics Consider f(A,B) = A + α1B,
g(A,B) = α2A + B, which gives the complex cubic
GL system. Then, f−1u (y) = y, g
−1
v (y) = y, and
Φ′(0) = (1 − α2), Φ′
(
pi
2
)
= (1 − α1). This suggests
that amplitude death of u is locally stable when α1 > 1,
while amplitude death of v is locally stable when α2 > 1.
In Fig. 1 we take α1 = α2 = 10, and observe global am-
plitude death of one of the wavefunctions (in this case, u)
over a long finite time scale. In Fig. 2, we take α1 = 10
and α2 = 9.5 and demonstrate amplitude death of u over
a shorter time frame due to this asymmetry. We remark
that such spatial separation of the wavefunctions occurs
over wide ranges of parameter space, so long as αj > 1 for
at least one j = 1, 2. Within the region where each wave-
function is non-zero, we observe spatiotemporal chaos,
which is common in complex GL systems.
Note that the system (1)-(2) with cubic nonlinearity
may admit exact solutions in some parameter regimes,
for which the system becomes conditionally integrable.
For rather restrictive parameter sets, one may find a fam-
ily of dark solitons [51, 52], with one of u or v behaving
like 1 − tanh(k · x + ct) with wavenumber vector k and
wavespeed c > 0. In this case, the soliton solution will
exhibit behavior akin to amplitude death for very large
time (e.g., as t → ∞). In contrast, the amplitude death
we study often occurs in finite time, and occurs more gen-
erally in the non-integrable regime, which is a far larger
subset of parameter space.
b. Cubic-quintic kinetics Consider f(A,B) = A +
α1B+β11A
2+β12B
2, g(A,B) = α2A+B+β21A
2+β22B
2.
We find that
f−1u (y) =
√
1 + 4β11y − 1
2
, g−1v (y) =
√
1 + 4β22y − 1
2
.
Amplitude death of the wavefunction u is then locally
stable provided

b
< α1g
−1
v
( 
b
)
+ β12
(
g−1v
( 
b
))2
,
5(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Plot of (a) |u|2, (b) |v|2 with cubic interaction terms,  = 1, aˆ = 5, bˆ = −1, a = 1, b = 1, and ˆ = 0 with periodic
boundary conditions on a domain of length L = 1000. We consider the asymmetric case α1 = 10 and α2 = 9.5.
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Plots of |u|2 in (a) and |v|2 in (b) with cubic-quintic interaction terms,  = 1, aˆ = 2, bˆ = −1, a = 1, b = 1, α1 = α2 = 1
and ˆ = 0 with periodic boundary conditions on a domain of length L = 1000. For the quintic terms, we take β11 = 1.2,
β12 = 5, β21 = 5, and β22 = 1.
which gives the parameter restriction
α1 − β12
2
{√
1 +
2β22
b
− 1
}
+ (β12β22 − 1) 
b
> 0 .
Likewise, amplitude death of the wavefunction v is locally
stable provided

b
< α2f
−1
u
( 
b
)
+ β21
(
f−1u
( 
b
))2
,
which gives the parameter restriction
α2 − β21
2
{√
1 +
2β11
b
− 1
}
+ (β11β21 − 1) 
b
> 0 .
In Fig. 3 we see that a slight asymmetry in the quintic-
order terms leads to one of the wavefunctions exhibiting
amplitude death.
c. Saturable kinetics Given the saturable kinetics
f(A,B) =
A+ α1B
(1 + µ(A+B)n)
1/n
,
g(A,B) =
α2A+B
(1 + µ(A+B)n)
1/n
,
with saturation parameter µ > 0, we have
f−1u (y) = g
−1
v (y) =
y
(1− µyn)1/n ,
from which we again find Φ′(0) = (1 − α2), Φ′
(
pi
2
)
=
(1−α1), giving the same criteria as found for the cubic
kinetics. In Fig. 4, we give numerical simulations us-
ing such kinetics when n = 1. In particular we use the
same parameters, as well as identically the same realiza-
tion of initial data, as was used in Fig. 2. We observe
that the saturation parameter, µ, does not appear to
6(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Plots of |u|2 in (a) and |v|2 in (b) with saturable interaction terms and parameters (and initial data) identical to that
of Figure 2. Note the change in timescales. We fix µ = 0.3.
change the long-time behavior, but substantially changes
the transient dynamics of the system. In particular, in
Fig. 4 we show a similar amplitude death in the wave-
function u, but this occurs over a time scale roughly five
times longer than the corresponding dynamics for cubic
kinetics in Fig. 2. For larger values of the saturation
parameter, the system is pushed out of the parameter
set corresponding to spatiotemporal chaos, and the sys-
tem exhibits banded patterns which become stationary
(in modulus) solutions. We remark that these dynam-
ics appear robust to various realizations of initial data;
see [16] for additional simulations of saturable complex
Ginzburg-Laundau equations.
IV. DISCUSSION
Starting with a general complex Ginzburg-Landau sys-
tem (1)-(2), we were able to obtain generic local condi-
tions for the amplitude death of a single wavefunction.
While local in nature, the results are analytical, and can
easily be verified via numerical simulations, which sug-
gests that the global dynamics behave akin to what the
local theory suggests. The analytical conditions on am-
plitude death of either wave function suggest that asym-
metry in the nonlinear self- and cross-interaction terms
will be responsible for this amplitude death. This was
suggested by the results of [35], as in that paper sym-
metric coupled GL systems were considered and the only
route to amplitude death was due to a very specific con-
troller which enters into the GL system as a forcing
function. Our results give a more systematic view of
the asymmetry-induced amplitude death previously re-
ported for very specific cases of nonlinearity in [16]. In-
deed, as our results suggest, the control and intentional
destruction of certain wavefunctions is possible by ap-
propriately tuning the ratio of cross-phase modulation
to self-interaction terms, and such a controller might be
realized by using time-dependent parameter values (see,
for instance, [53]) in order to force or prohibit ampli-
tude death depending on the needs of the application.
Thus, the asymmetry required for amplitude death may
be exploited in nonlinear optics to reproduce results akin
to ours in laboratory experiments, as the interaction be-
tween self- and cross-phase modulation has already been
exploited experimentally in a number of studies [54–58].
One could, for instance, imagine a modification of [37]
for mutually coupled solid-state lasers which accounts for
asymmetry.
The asymmetry inducing amplitude death cannot oc-
cur in scalar complex GL equations, and hence a system
of such equations is required. Additionally, we should
remark that in the case of nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS)
systems, we necessarily have that b = 0 (among other
parameter restrictions), which puts (6) and (8) into the
form
dρu,v
dt =
(
− a|ku,v|2
)
ρu,v. Depending on , the
dynamics tend to zero or infinity. Therefore, the ampli-
tude death of a single wavefunction is not observed in
coupled NLS systems involving two equations, and hence
requires the dissipative dynamics inherent in complex GL
systems.
Our results can be extended to systems with three or
more wavefunctions. Indeed, there will possibly be many
more routes to amplitude death in such high-order equa-
tions, and it may be interesting to study situations where
a certain subset of the wavefunctions will undergo am-
plitude death; for a general system of N complex GL
equations, it may be possible to have up to N − 1 wave-
functions exhibit amplitude death. This may have ap-
plication to signal processing or the transmission of de-
sired pulses/destruction of undesired pulses in fiber op-
tics. Hence, the selection of amplitude death regimes in
high-order complex GL systems is worthy of further con-
sideration.
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